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1. PROJECT SUMMARY

Our current educational system is based on the victorian
educational system.
The system of education was breed for one purpose only- To
produce identical minded persons for employment.
Therefore, the grading method used for all was the same.
Psychologically, it is flawed. But the hierarchy then didn't care if
everyone had different thought processes, they still measured
them with one identical method- the exam.

These school created to suit the needs of that era. Now the era
of government jobs is over.

This is the era of self-empowerment. And if we stick with the
victorian system of education, we will keep producing people

who can't think outside the box( meaning, thinking in their own
perculiar way).

The new system of education is 'education on demand'.
And the only viable driving factor for such type of education is
wealth and proof of work.

WHAT DO WE PROPOSE?

1. A new system of valuation to replace the certificate.
2. New system for show of proof of work/ intelligence.

I present to you, the Xandereum token. With use of the waves
blockchain as an open ledger and a proof of work.
Each time someone pays you a Xandereum token for your
tutelage on any platform, the price he pays is the worth of your
intelligence and also your proof of work.

The xanderian website will house proof of work and valuation
of users.
Other third party platforms may come up. Xanderian website
will work as an upgrade to LinkedIn

Off-platform transactions/ valuations will be taking with a pinch
of salt since its validity and valuation cannot really be
ascertained. Meaning, we cannot say that the transaction was
made because you gave someone valuable knowledge.

2. THE PROBLEM AND SOLUTION

Our society has closed its eyes to the problem of
unemployment and educational malpractices, chiefly because
they feel powerless about it.
Always, their first line of thought is the possibility of them
changing the educational system which no longer works.

Thousands graduate each year unprepared for real life
challenges. These challenges come without a gainful
employment so youth turn to vices while employing the
knowledge they amassed in the university.

The educational system inadequately prepares one for
entrepreneurship. The basic desire to be creative have been
dampened by the system of a single means of gradation- the
exam. If left unattended to, education(higher education) will
quickly become an unattractive and vain-filled venture.
More often than not, our attention is drawn to people who had
no tangible higher education achieving success financially.

This conundrum must be answered with a swift and decisive
reply by intellectuals. For knowledge is far more important than

the monetary gains attached to it. But this claim is silenced
when one comes face to face with the fact that employment
rates keep going down and literacy rate keeps raising. What
words of consolation can you offer one who graduated with a
CGPA of 5.0, yet cannot find gainful employment because he is
not the only one in his field who also came out with that same
stellar result.

Yes, to that man, knowledge becomes a vanity fair. He’ll live his
life believing that his friend who didn’t care for higher
educational degree but is now financially successful, made the
better choice.

But problems have solutions. Not only does Xandereum and
the Xanderian Institute aims to end this but also to create an
ideology that every skill, if it can generate cash, is highly
valuable as a university degree.

We are walking the path of a paradigm shift from the
traditionally mentality of a university degree, environment,
valuation and gradation.

We seek to do this using the waves based token Xandereum as
an open ledger for gradation and valuation.
All users will be graded using the Xandereum token as follows:

Range in Xandereum

Grade

<1

Erectus

1 - 100

Human

101 - 1000

Hawking

1001 - 10, 000

Tesla

10, 001 - 100, 000

Einstein

100, 001 - 1 million

Newton

> 1 million

Xanderian

The Xanderian grading system grades all acquired knowledge in
one single grade( Erectus, Human etc), therefore, payment
made to all intellectual knowledge is accumulated.

2.1 THE CURRENT EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

The current educational system is built for the production of
graduates of solely for employment, hence the exam is used to
produce intellectually identical individuals.
Individuals who more often than not, end up not getting gainful
employment.

2.2 THE XANDERIAN EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

This system aims not just to change how we grade and value
intellectual knowledge but to unify all intellectual knowledge
that provides monetary gain.

The Xanderian educational system avails one the opportunity
to pursue one’s dream while gaining a degree concurrently.
Exams will not be set but students will go through courses over
and over again.
Each time one finishes a course, one gets half a star. As one
reads a course, a percentage is accrued is the course one is
studying. The less one reads a course, the less the percentage.

Once one starts a course, one has to continue reading it or use
the pause button, else 1 Xandereum will be subtracted from his
xandereum wallet.

Once one is done studying a section, one has to answer
truthfully one has studied the content of that section of course.

3. THE XANDEREUM TOKEN

The xandereum token is the means of gradation. If your
intellectual knowledge or service is valuable, it will be proven
by how much someone is willing to pay for it.

Token name

Xandereum

ICO Price

0.002 USD

Supply

100,000,000,000

Hard cap

100,000 waves

Soft cap

10,000 waves

Ticker Symbol

XDR

Symbol

*

Sub-unit

Xan

The Xandereum token was minted on the waves platform.
Details below:

Token ID:
9dv2pN3uhxjUWC5Pmd4N6XdgGagwKA12Dj4UubhEN6R1

Name: Xandereum

Token platform: Waves platform

Type:
Not reissuable

Issue date:
10.03.2018 10:41

Description:
The token for a decentralized education.

Full detail on waves' block explorer:
https://wavesexplorer.com/tx/9dv2pN3uhxjUWC5Pmd4N6Xdg
GagwKA12Dj4UubhEN6R1

3.1 THE MONETARY VALUE

While the xandereum token is a token to attributes intellectual
value, it will also have its monetary value owing to the twin
agents of demand and supply. What the price will be after the
ICO cannot be ascertained now and will not be discussed.

3.2 THE INTELLECTUAL VALUE

The intellectual value will be determined by each person based
on the intellectual knowledge or service(s) received.

3.3 INITIAL COIN OFFERING

This will be done in two phases.
Phase one: The private sale. A selected amount of people,
numbering up to 40, will be allowed to partake in the private
sale. The first 30 will be done on a first come; first served basis.
While the last 10 will be randomly selected from the white-list.
Note: There will be a white-listing for the private sale.
The Xandereum token will sell at 50 USD for 100, 000
Xandereum. There will two options: 50 USD option and the 100
USD option.

Phase two: The main sale. This will be open to all willingly
investors. The main sale price will be 0.001 dollars. There will
be bonuses for early investors.

The date for both the main sale and private sale will be
announced via our social media channels

4. THIRD PARTY ADOPTION

The Xandereum token is an open source tool, therefore, can be
adopted by other institutions. The use of both the xandereum
token and the Xanderian institute model open for adoption by
any third party institution or body.

5. THE XANDERIAN WEBSITE MODEL

The archetype for the xanderian website is created so third
party adoption and improvements will be easy. We do hope it
will create room for a better and more robust adoption of the
xandereum token as a tool for gradation.
The xanderian site model is basically a linkedIn model site but
with the addition of the media of gaining knowledge and
impacting knowledge.

5.1 MODEL FOR INTELLECTUAL VALUATION

Intellectual valuation will be facilitated using the xandereum
token.
To makes payment for intellectual services rendered on the site,
you do so via MEW or other token wallet, then go to the site
and type in the receiver’s wallet address on the site and click on
payment sent. The site will automatically update the account
balance of the the receiver by searching the transaction on the
blockchain using the receiver’s wallet address.

Payments must bear the intellectual service sold and will be
attached to that particular skill of the one receiving payment.
For example, one pays 50 XDR for graphics taught or created
for a client, the 50 XDR will be attached to his graphics skill set.

5.2 DEPARTMENTS

These are the list of current departments in the institute.
Subsequently, more will be added by users.
 Department of Barbering
 Department of graphics
 Department of psychology
 Department of medical ethics
 Department of sociology
 Department of comic history

 Department of multilevel marketing
 Department of blockchain technology
 Department of culinary studies
 Department of social media interaction
 Department of Information and computer technology
 Department of colonial living
 Department of fashion technology

5.3 LECTURE MODEL

Lectures on the xanderian institute will be done with videos
accompanied with notes. Each lecture post earns the lecturer
an amount of xandereum. The amount of xandereum will be
determined by market value of xandereum, lecturers grade
point ( Human, Hawking, etc) and lecturer’s ratings by students.
Courses created by lecturers or student will added via a vote.

5.4 LEARNING MODEL

Students will be giving incentives when they learn on the
xanderian institute.

When a student adds a course, the student is given 1
xandereum. For each consecutive month a student reads, he
gains 0.5 Xandereum. Students can also earn xandereum by
rating lectures. To rate lectures, the student must have been
giving approval to do so and only students whose grades are
Einstein and above can apply for the right to rate lectures.

5.5 GRADATION MODEL

The model for gradation encompasses all knowledge amassed
in the xanderian institute or else where.

All users will be graded using the Xandereum token as follows:

Range in Xandereum

Grade

<1

Erectus

1 - 100

Human

101 - 1000

Hawking

1001 - 10, 000

Tesla

10, 001 - 100, 000

Einstein

100, 001 - 1 million

Newton

> 1 million

Xanderian

5.6 WHO CAN LECTURE

Lecturers will be pulled from both the conventional and the
unconventional sphere. Anyone who posts valid lecture
material will be given the chance to lecture, insofar as his
lecture ratings doesn’t become abysmal.

5.7 HOW TO MINE XANDEREUM

There are several ways to mine xandereum:
 By uploading lectures
 By rating lectures

6 ROAD MAP
 January 2018
Idea creation and development
ICO site development
 February 2018
Smart contract creation
Social media marketing
Airdrop

 March 2018
Developing the blueprint for xanderian website
 April 2018
Private sale
Launching of the ICO site
 August 2018
Sourcing for lecturers
 December 2018
Development of the xanderian website
 February 2019
ICO Pre-sale
 August 2019
ICO main sale

7 OFFICIAL LINKS

7.1 ICO SITE

7.2 SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES

Telegram channel: t.me/Xandereum

Facebook page: facebook.com/Xandereum

Twitter handle: twitter.com/xandereum

